
UK & Ireland - Appendix E  
 
i - Tickets Alert: Tours of Billingsgate Roman House and Baths  

ii - Archaeologists studying a "truly unique and remarkable" lead coffin from Roman times 

have made a "fascinating" discovery, identifying a set of previously undocumented remains. 

The coffin, thought to be more than 1,600 years old, was unearthed during excavations in 

2022 at a site located in the metropolitan district of Leeds—a city in the county of West 

Yorkshire, northern England  

iii - Young Boy Discovers Rare Ancient Roman Treasure In Sussex. Rowan, from Bognor, 
Sussex, found the 'exceptionally rare' gold treasure during a dog walk in the Pagham area. 
The Roman bracelet of armilla type has since been studied by the British Museum  
iv - See a Restored Ancient Roman Helmet—and Two Shiny New Replicas. Known as the 

“Hallaton Helmet,” the artefact was unearthed by the Hallaton Fieldwork Group and the 

University of Leicester Archaeological Services. Now, after “years of painstaking 

reconstruction work,” the piece is on display at the Harborough Museumin Leicestershire, 

the central England county where it was discovered, per a statement from the Leicestershire 

County Council & This 2,000-year-old Roman helmet used to look like a 'rusty bucket'. Now 

it's restored almost to its former glory  

v - Archaeologists Find 'Remarkable' UK Roman Villa Full of Coins, Jewelry and 'Curse 

Tablets' The newly discovered complex wasn’t built until Britain’s Roman era: It included 

several “hall-like ‘aisle buildings,’” which date to the late first and second centuries C.E., as 

well as a “winged-corridor” villa  

vi -  A Roman Presence in Ireland – the Example of the Coleraine Hoard’ – Peter Crawford  

vii - Demetrios: The Ancient Greek who Traveled to York, England. ”ΩΚΕΑΝΟΙ ΚΑΙ ΤΗΘΥΙ 

ΔΕΜΗΤΡΙΟΣ”. ” Demetrios (dedicates this) to Oceanus and Tethys” 

viii - Flat-Packed” Roman Funerary Bed Found in London 

ix - Hadrian's Wall declared as historic LGBTQ+ landmark by British cultural society  
x - 'Incredibly rare' head of deity Mercury reveals previously unknown Roman settlement in 
UK Archaeologists found the head at Smallhythe Place, in Kent, a site that was known for 
shipbuilding in medieval times. So the team was surprised to find the roughly 2,000-year-old 
pipe-clay head of Mercury, the Roman god of fine arts, commerce and financial success. 
xi - British artist helps reconstruct 42 foot statue of Emperor Constantine in Rome  

There are plans to create a second reconstructed statue and locate it at Binchester near 

Bishop Auckland in County Durham, where the ancient Romans built a fort. Constantine was 

deployed to the area before being proclaimed emperor in York in AD306. 

xii - Archaeologists unearthed fresh evidence that bedbugs came to Britain with the Romans  

xiii - Rare Roman funerary bed discovered in London  
xiv - Rare Roman London funeral remains discovered beneath Holborn Viaduct  

xv - Knaresborough Hoard - First comprehensive study. Although the Knaresborough Hoard 

was discovered around 1864, there has never been any detailed analysis of the items 

undertaken. Nor were the circumstances surrounding its discovery fully understood                

xvi - Did Ancient Greek Hero Odysseus Travel to Ireland?  In 1685 Roderick O’Flaherty used 

the name ‘Ogygia’ as a synonym for Ireland in the title of one of his books. It was called: 

Ogygia: Or a Chronological Account of Irish Events                                                                                             
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xvii - The Puzzling Case of the 2,600-Year-Old Heslington Brain                                                                

xviii - Revealing the lives of Iron Age and Roman farmers in Nottinghamshire                                    

xix - Pair of rare Roman-era swords found in Gloucestershire                                                                 

xx - Rare 2,100-year-old gold coin bears name of obscure ruler from pre-Roman Britain                    

xxi - Iron Age settlement and skeleton has been found in Evesham                                                     

xxii - The Celtiberian cavalry chiefs gave each other horse brooches to seal pacts. A study 

reveals that these pre-Romans manufactured the symbolic offerings using the same mold. 

xxiii - The “first black Briton” may have actually been from Cyprus, not Africa. The parish 

council of the East Sussex village voted to remove a plaque of the woman.                                               

xxiv - Archaeologists digging in Stirling, Scotland’s ancient capital, have unearthed a section 

of Roman road in the garden of a 17th century drovers inn.                                                                              

xxv - Power of place: Illuminating Iron Age hillforts in Wales. Toby Driver, The Hillforts of 

Iron Age Wales                                                                                                                                                        

xxvi - The Ivory Bangle Lady burial in fourth century York demonstrates the cultural diversity 

and trade connections thriving in ancient Britain                                                                                         

xxvii - Museum of London Archaeology discovers Iron Age to Roman Empire agricultural 

community near Coddington and Newark                                                                                                                 

xxviii - Kilns used to make bricks for Colchester's Roman wall found                                                      

xxix - Aldborough, a modern English village, is built on the ancient Roman town of Isurium 

Brigantum. It was founded around AD 70 and was one of the northernmost urban centers in 

Roman Britain                                                                                                                                                 

xxx - Feeding the Roman Army in Britain                                                                                                    

xxxi - Shrine of Greek God Dionysus Discovered at Leicester Cathedral                                              

xxxii - Now taking pride of place on display within the dramatic Hell Staircase at Burghley 

House, the marble head of a Roman lady was discovered by a digger driver in spring 2023. It 

is believed that it was during one of the ninth Earl’s two tours to Italy in the 1760s, when he 

purchased many antiquities, that he brought the sculpture back to Burghley                                                                         

xxxiii - Experts Solve ‘Ancient Jigsaw Puzzle’ by Reassembling Roman Armor Broken Into 100 

Pieces. The fragments of the brass arm guard were discovered at an ancient fort complex in 

Scotland over a century ago                                                                                                                                                                  

xxxiv - Latest Roman-Era Dodecahedron Discovered in England                                                                          

xxxv - Carlisle's Roman bath excavation project to return 
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